ASCENSION HOUSE
NEW EARTH CommUNITY
http://calyxes.org
Feel free to photograph this information
WELCOME IN OUR ASCENSION HOUSE
Hello, we are An-Ra and SARA and you are standing in front of our
Ascension House. We are pioneers and wayshowers in the Ascension
that is NOW - at this moment - taking place with the Earth and
everyone present. This Ascension House is completely in service to
everyone who has the deepest desire to come Home in them-self and
to BE ONE again. The moment this happens and we actually move to
the higher vibration of Our New Earth, is called 'The Event'.
In this Ascension House you receive ....
• the supporting energy to be able to actually Ascend
• fully embodied information about what you can encounter during
your Ascension-road and co-creating Our New Earth
• profound guidance and Ascension-healing
• inspiration and empowerment, by being participant of the New
Earth Community
• information and guidance during and after 'The Event' so you move
through this period as smoothly as possible. We provide this
support because it is expected that for many this shift to The Light
will be a very confusing and perhaps a somewhat frightening time.
Do you also choose to do your own unique Ascensionwork in service
to the greatest good? Or are you just curious and do you resonate
with what you read here?
How to get in touch with us ..........
If you want to visit our Ascension House, please mail to
info@calyxes.org or call SARA: 00316-36402890 and An-Ra:
00316-16423400 to make an appointment. Or, just ring the bell and
find out if we are available for you right now or at some other time.
Be welcome!

Take a photo or scan the QR code
http://calyxes.org

ASCENSION
Currently the Earth and all its inhabitants are making an
unprecedented Ascension-leap. As a result of the profound work of
many worldwide, our vibration is increasing thus that OUR NEW
EARTH is arising and gradually taking shape. An Earth in which we
EXPERIENCE that we ARE ONE energy of Light and Love. UNITY.
How do we realize this with each other In the current Earth period,
all separation, pain and fear come to the surface and become visible.
If you INNERLY live through everything what is touched in you,
gradually let The Light that we are express Herself freely ánd are in
service to the highest good full-time, you Ascend. When enough
people have completely embodied this personal Ascension road when there is enough mass - 'The Event' takes place and we Ascend
as a whole.
NEW EARTH COMMUNITY
Together we are Ascending and creating Our New Earth. Most of this
Ascension work has to be done ALONE and in ourself. NOW we also
may start using the physical presence and experiences of others.
Múst we even actually come together. With the opening up of this
Ascension House we offer the opportunity to do so.
In the New Earth Community we together form here, we are in service
to each other and to the greatest good. We achieve this by sharing our
experiences, receiving answers, letting ourselves be moved, inspired,
empowered and continuously inviting each other to pursue our
Ascension-road and actually making our unique Ascension
contribution.
DONATIONS
Our Ascension House runs on donations. Because we receive
donations from others, we can do our work for you. With your
donation, you make it possible for another person to experience what
this Ascension House offers.
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